
Spider’s Web 

Character Descriptions 

Clarissa Hailsham-Brown: Age 25-35. The second wife of Henry Hailsham-Brown,  charming and 

inventive, her imagination tends to work overtime, with some unexpected consequences.  

Sir Rowland Delahaye: Age 50s-60s. A distinguished gentleman with very definite charm. Clarissa's 

guardian, friend, and adviser, he likes to think that he can guide her, but would never admit that 

she has him wrapped around her little finger.  

 Hugo Birch: Age 50s-60s. The local Justice of the Peace. A ‘jolly good fellow’, sometimes irascible type 

who shouldn't be involved in business like a murder.  

 Jeremy Warrender: Age late 20’s-30s. An elegant young man and guest at the Hailsham-Brown's 

house, the private secretary for a man much wealthier than he. 

Oliver Costello: Age 30s-40s. He is suspected of shady dealings. None of the other characters like him 

and neither should the audience - even though he is killed in the first act, his body gets to hang 

around in the second act.  

Pipa Hailsham-Brown: Age Early Teens.  Clarissa's young stepdaughter: Age about 12 years old, she 

exhibits the strong emotional swings of a pre-teen, made worse by a previous family problems. 

Will need to look much younger than Clarissa but strong enough for Clarissa (and the audience) to 

believe that she could have clobbered Oliver.  

Mildred Peake: Age 40’s-50’s   She is a big, jolly-looking woman of forty odd, in tweeds and gum 

boots. The gardener with a hale and hearty attitude, some suspect that she isn't all there.  

Mr. Elgin: Age 40’s-60’s  The butler who may have something suspect in his backbground. Nothing 

escapes his attention.  

Henry Hailsham-Brown: Age 40-50s. Clarissa's husband. A good-looking man of about forty who 

works in the foreign office.  A strong, solid type who is very focused on his career. 

Inspector Lord: Age 40-50s. The wheels are always turning in his brain. Although he doesn't let on, he 

doesn't miss a thing…until he encounters Clarissa’s feminine charms. 

Constable Jones: Age 20-40s. He and the Inspector have been working together long enough that they 

understand each other well.   



SPIDER’S WEB SIDES 

#1 – Rowland, HUGO, Jeremy 

SIR ROWLAND. (tasting) I should say - yes - definitely - yes, this is the Dow 'forty-two. 

HUGO. (taking the glass from SIR ROWLAND) Dow 'forty-two. (He hands him the next glass then puts                 

the first glass on the table and notes SIR ROWLAND' s opinion.) 

(SIR ROWLAND sips the wine, sips again and nods affirmatively.) 

SIR ROWLAND. Ah yes, this is a wine indeed. (He sips.) Cockburn 'twenty-seven. To waste - (he hands                  

the glass to HUGO) a bottle of Cockburn 'twenty-seven on an experiment like this is positively                

sacrilegious. (He rises, removes the blindfold and puts it on the back of his chair.) 

HUGO. (reading his notes) That, you say, is Cockburn 'twenty seven. Number two was the Dow                

'forty-two. Number one was - (with disgust) Rich Ruby port type wine. Pah! Can't think why                

Clarissa has such a thing in the house. My tum. (He picks up the blindfold, hands it to SIR                   

ROWLAND, and removes his spectacles.) 

SIR ROWLAND. (moving behind HUGO and tying on the blindfold) Probably uses it for jugged hare or                 

for flavouring soup. There you are, Hugo. Ought to turn you round three times like they do in Blind                   

man's Buff. (He leads HUGO to right of the chair and tums him round.) 

HUGO. Here, steady on. 

SIR ROWLAND. Got it? 

HUGO. (feeling for the chair) Yes. 

SIR ROWLAND. I'll swivel the glasses round instead. (He moves the glasses slightly.) 

HUGO. No need to, think I'd be influenced by what you said? I'm as good a judge of port as you any                      

day, Roly, my boy. 

(JEREMY WARRENDER enters by the french windows. He is an elegant young man and is wearing a                 

raincoat. He is panting and out of breath and crosses quickly above the sofa to left of it.) 

SIR ROWLAND. Can't be too careful. (He picks up glass number three.) 

JEREMY. (panting) What's going on here? The three-card trick with glasses?  

HUGO. Who's that? Who's brought a dog into the room? 



SIR ROWLAND. (moving to left of HUGO, shouting) It's only young Warrender. 

HUGO. Oh, sounds like a dog that's been chasing a rabbit. 

JEREMY. Three times to the lodge gates and back in a mackintosh. The Herzoslovakian Minister did it                 

in four minutes fifty-three seconds. I went all out but couldn't do better than six minutes ten                 

seconds. (He falls on to the sofa.) I don't believe he did, either. Only Chris Chataway himself could                  

do it in that time with or without a mackintosh. 

SIR ROWLAND. Who told you that about the Herzoslovakian Minister? 

JEREMY. Clarissa. 

SIR ROWLAND. Clarissa! 

HUGO. (snorting) Oh, Clarissa. Don't you pay any attention to what Clarissa tells you. 

SIR ROWLAND. I'm afraid you don't know your hostess very well, Warrender. She's a young lady with 

a very vivid imagination. 

JEREMY. (rising) Do you mean she made the whole thing up? 

SIR ROWLAND. (handing glass number three to HUGO) Well, I wouldn't put it past her. 

JEREMY. You wait till I see that young woman. I'll have something to say to her. Gosh, I'm dead. 

HUGO. Stop puffing like a grampus. I want to concentrate. There's a fiver at stake. Roly and I have got                    

a bet on. 

JEREMY. (crossing to center) Oh, what is it? 

HUGO. Who's the best judge of port. We've got Cockburn 'twenty-seven, Dow 'forty-two and the local                

grocer's special. Quiet now. This is important. (He sips. Non-committal.) Mmm - ah. 

SIR ROWLAND. Well? 

HUGO. Don't hustle me, Roly- I'm not going to rush my fences. Where's the next one? (He holds glass                   

number three in his right hand.) 

(SIR ROWLAND hands glass number one to HUGO.) 

(He sips glass number one.) Yes, I'm pretty sure about those two. 

(He hands glass number three to SIR ROWLAND.) This first one's the Dow. The second was the                 

Cockburn.  (He hands glass number one to SIR ROWLAND.) 



SIR ROWLAND. (writing) Number three the Dow. Number one the Cockburn. 

HUGO. Hardly necessary to taste the third, but I suppose I'd better go through with it. 

SIR ROWLAND. (handing HUGO glass number two) Here you are. 

HUGO. (sipping) Tschah! Ugh! What unspeakable muck. (He returns the glass to SIR ROWLAND and 

wipes his lips.)  Take me an hour to get the taste out of my mouth. Here, get me out of this, Roly. 

JEREMY. (rising and moving behind HUGO) I'll do it. (He removes the blindfold.) 

SIR ROWLAND. So that's what you say, is it? Number two grocer's special. Rubbish! It's the Dow                 

'forty-two, not a doubt of it. 

HUGO. (putting the blindfold in his pocket) Pahl You've lost your palate, Roly. 

JEREMY. Let me try. (He takes a quick sip from each glass.) They all taste the same to me. 

HUGO. You young people - it's all this confounded gin you're always drinking. Ruins your palate. 

 

 

  



#2 – Jeremy, Clarissa 

 

JEREMY. Now then, Clarissa, what's all this about the Herzoslovakian Minister? 

CLARISSA. What about him? 

JEREMY. Did he ever run to the lodge gates and back, in a mackintosh, three times in four minutes                   

fifty-three seconds? 

CLARISSA. The Herzoslovakian Minister is a dear, but he's well over sixty and I doubt very much if he's                   

run anywhere for years. 

JEREMY. So, you did make the whole thing up. Why? 

CLARISSA. You've been complaining all day about not getting enough exercise. 

JEREMY. Clarissa, do you ever speak the truth? 

CLARISSA. Of course I do - sometimes. But when I am speaking the truth nobody ever seems to                  

believe me. It's very odd. I suppose when you're making things up, you get carried away and that                  

makes it sound more convincing.  

JEREMY. I might have broken a blood vessel. Fat lot you'd have cared about that. 

CLARISSA. (laughing) I do believe it's clearing up. It's going to be a lovely evening. How delicious the                  

garden smells after rain. (She sniffs.) Narcissus. 

JEREMY. Do you really like living down here in the country? 

CLARISSA. Love it. 

JEREMY. You must get bored to death. It's all so incongruous for you, Clarissa. You ought to lead a gay                    

life in London. 

CLARISSA. What - parties and night clubs? 

JEREMY. You'd make a brilliant hostess. 

CLARISSA. It sounds like an Edwardian novel. Anyway, Diplomatic parties are terribly dull. 

JEREMY. But it's such a waste. (He tries to put his hand on hers.) 

CLARISSA. (withdrawing her hand) Of me? 



JEREMY. Yes. Then there's Henry. 

CLARISSA. What about Henry?  

JEREMY. I can't imagine why you ever married him. Years older than you, with a daughter at school.                  

An excellent man, I have no doubt, but of all the pompous stuffed shirts. Going about looking like a                   

boiled owl. (He pauses.) Dull as ditchwater. No sense of humour. 

CLARISSA. Oh, I don't mind. Say anything you like. 

JEREMY. (eagerly) So you do realize that you've made a mistake. 

CLARISSA. (softly) But I haven't made a mistake. (Teasingly.) Are you making immoral advances to me, 

Jeremy? 

JEREMY. Definitely. 

CLARISSA. How lovely. Go on. (She nudges him with her left elbow.) 

JEREMY. (rising and turning to her) I love you. 

CLARISSA. (cheerfully) I'm so glad. 

JEREMY. That's entirely the wrong answer. You ought to say 'Tm so sorry," in a deep, sympathetic 

voice. 

CLARISSA. But I'm not sorry. I'm delighted. I like people to be in love with me. (JEREMY sits beside 

CLARISSA, turned away in disgust.) Would you do anything in the world for me? 

JEREMY. (turning eagerly to her) Anything. 

CLARISSA. Really? Supposing I murdered someone, would you help... No, I must stop.  

JEREMY. (turning on the stool to face her) No, go on. 

CLARISSA. You said just now did I ever get bored. 

JEREMY. Yes. 

CLARISSA. Well, I suppose in a way I do, or rather I might if it wasn't for my private hobby. 

JEREMY. Oh, what is it? 

CLARISSA. You see, Jeremy, my life has always been peaceful and happy. Nothing exciting ever               

happened,  so  I began to play my little game. I call it "Supposing." 



JEREMY. "Supposing?" 

CLARISSA. Yes. (She crosses behind the sofa to center.) I say to myself - supposing I were to come                   

down one morning and find a dead body in the library, what should I do? Or supposing a woman                   

were to be shown in here one day and told me that she and Henry had been secretly married in                    

Constantinople, and that our marriage was bigamous, what should I say to her? Or supposing I had                 

to choose between betraying my country and seeing Henry shot before my eyes? (She smiles               

suddenly at JEREMY.) Or, even -supposing I were to run away with Jeremy, what would happen                

next? 

JEREMY. (rising, crossing to CLARISSA and kneeling beside her) I feel flattered. What did happen? (He                

takes her right hand.) 

CLARISSA. (withdrawing her hand) Well, the last time I played, we were on the Riviera at Juan les Pins,                   

and Henry came after us. He had a revolver with him. 

JEREMY. My God, did he shoot me? 

CLARISSA. He said - (dramatically) "Clarissa, either you come back with me, or I kill myself." 

JEREMY. (rising and moving down center) Jolly decent of him. I can't imagine anything more unlike                

Henry. And what did you say to that? 

CLARISSA. (smiling) Well, I've played it both ways. 

JEREMY. Well, darling, you certainly do have fun. 

  



#3 – Jeremy, Pippa 

 

PIPPA. Smashing bun. (She closes the hall doors.) 

JEREMY. Hullo, there. How was school today? 

PIPPA. Pretty foul. (She puts her bun on the table.) World affairs. (She leans over the arm of the easy                     

chair and opens her satchel.) Miss. Wilkinson loves world affairs. She's terribly wet, can't keep               

order.  (She takes a book from her satchel.) 

JEREMY. What's your favourite subject? 

PIPPA. Biology. It's heaven. Yesterday we dissected a frog's leg. (She crosses to JEREMY and pushes 

the book at his face.) Look what I got in the second-hand bookstall. It's awfully rare, I'm sure. Over 

a hundred years old. 

JEREMY. What is it, exactly? 

PIPPA. It's a kind of recipe book. (She opens the book.) It's thrilling, absolutely thrilling. 

JEREMY. What's it all about? 

PIPPA. (enthralled in her book) What?  

JEREMY. (rising) It seems very absorbing.  

PIPPA. What? (To herself.) Gosh! 

JEREMY. Evidently a good tuppenny worth. (He picks up the newspaper from the stool.) 

PIPPA. What's the difference between a wax candle and a tallow candle?  

JEREMY. I should imagine that a tallow candle is markedly inferior. But surely you can't eat it? 

PIPPA. (rising; much amused) "Can you eat it?" Sounds like Twenty Questions. (She laughs, throws the                

book on to the easy chair, moves up center and gets a pack of cards from the bottom shelf of the                     

bookshelves up center.) Do you know demon patience? (She moves down center.) 

JEREMY. (engrossed in his paper) Um. 

PIPPA. I suppose you wouldn't like to play beggar-my neighbour? 



JEREMY. No. (He replaces the paper on the stool, then moves to the desk, sits and addresses an                  

envelope.) 

PIPPA. I thought you wouldn't. I wish we could have a fine day for a change. (She kneels on the floor                     

down center, lays out her cards and plays demon patience.) Such a waste being in the country,                 

when it's wet. 

JEREMY. Do you like living in the country? 

PIPPA. Rather. I like it much better than living in London. This is a wizard house with a tennis court                    

and everything. We've even got a priest's hole. 

JEREMY. A priest's hole, in this house? 

PIPPA. Yes. 

JEREMY. Don't believe it. Wrong period. 

PIPPA. Well, I call it a priest's hole. Look, I'll show you. (She rises, moves to the right end of the                     

bookshelves up center, takes out a book and pulls down a small lever in the right wall of the                   

shelves.)  It isn't really a priest's hole, of course. Actually that door goes through into the library. 

JEREMY. (rising and moving to the recess) Oh, does it? (He goes into the recess, opens the door in the                    

back, glances into the library and closes the door.) So it does. (He comes into the room.) 

PIPPA. But it's all rather secret and you'd never guess it was there unless you knew. (She lifts the lever. 

The panel closes.) I'm using it all the time. It's the sort of place that would be very convenient for 

putting a dead body, don't you think? 

JEREMY. Absolutely made for it. 

  



#4 – Clarissa, Miss Peake, Rowland 

 

MISS PEAKE. I hope you don't mind my coming in this way, Mrs. Brown-Hailsham. I shan't make the                   

room dirty, I've left my boots outside. I'd just like you to look at this broccoli. (She puts it over the                     

back of the sofa in a belligerent manner and sticks it under CLARISSA' s nose.) 

CLARISSA. It - er - it looks very nice. 

MISS PEAKE. (thrusting the broccoli under SIR ROWLAND' s nose) Take a look. 

SIR ROWIAND. (surveying the broccoli) I can't see anything wrong with it. (He takes the broccoli from 

her) 

MISS PEAKE. Of course there's nothing wrong with  it.  I took in just such  another  Yesterday  and 

that  woman in the kitchen - of course, I don't want to say anything against your servants, Mrs. 

Hailsham-Brown, though I could say a great deal - but that Mrs. Elgin actually told me that it was 

such a poor specimen  she  wasn't going to cook it. She said something about "If you can't do 

better than that in the kitchen garden you'd better take up some other job." I was so angry I could 

have killed her. 

(CLARISSA starts to speak.) 

I never want to make trouble, but I'm not going into the kitchen to be insulted. In future I shall leave                     

the vegetables outside the back door and Mrs. Elgin can leave a list there - 

(SIR ROWLAND lifts up the broccoli.) 

(she ignores SIR ROWLAND) - of what is required. 

(The telephone rings. She crosses above the armchair to the telephone.) I'll answer it.  Hullo... Yes... 

(She wipes the top of the table with a comer of her overall.) Copplestone Court... You want Mrs. 

Brown?...  Yes  - she's here. (She holds out the receiver.) 

(CLARISSA rises, stubs out her cigarette, crosses below the chairs, and takes the receiver:) 

CLARISSA. (into the telephone) This is Mrs. Hailsham - Hullo... Hullo... How odd! They seem to have                 

rung  off. (She replaces the receiver:) 

(MISS PEAKE suddenly moves forward and sets the console table left back against the wall.) 

MISS PEAKE. Excuse me, but Mr. Sellon always liked this table flat against the wall. 



(CLARISSA assists MISS PEAKE with the table.) 

Thank you, and you will be careful about marks made with - (she moves behind the armchair) glasses 

on the furniture - 

(CLARISSA looks anxiously at the table.) 

Won't you, Mrs. Brown-Hailsham - I mean Mrs. Hailsham-Brown. (She laughs in a hearty fashion.) Oh                

well, Brown-Hailsham, Hailsham-Brown, it's really all the same thing, isn't it? (She moves center:) 

SIR ROWLAND. (with distinct enunciation) No, it's not. A horse chestnut is hardly the same thing as a                  

chestnut horse. 

(MISS PEAKE laughs heartily. HUGO enters from the hall.) 

MISS PEAKE. (to HUGO) I'm getting a regular ticking off. Quite sarcastic. (She thumps HUGO on the                 

back) Well, good night, all. (She moves behind the sofa) I must be toddling back. Give me the                  

broccoli. 

(SIR ROWLAND hands the broccoli to MISS PEAKE.) 

Horse chestnut, chestnut horse. Jolly good - I must remember that. 

(MISS PEAKE laughs and exits by the french windows.) 

  



#5 – Clarissa, Oliver 

 

(OLIVER looks around the room, listens at the hall door, and the library door, then crosses to the desk.                   

He bends over it and looks at the drawers. He apparently hears something and crosses to center.                 

CIARISSA enters by the french windows. OLIVER turns, surprised.) 

CLARISSA. (standing on the window step; with intense surprise) You? 

OLIVER. (moving to left of the sofa, appearing equally surprised) Clarissa! What are you doing here? 

CLARISSA. That's a rather silly question, isn't it? It's my house. 

OLIVER. This is your house? 

CLARISSA. Don't pretend you don't know. 

OLIVER. (in an unpleasantly familiar manner) It's charming- used to belong to old what's-his-name, the 

antique dealer, didn't it? He brought me out here once to show me some Louis Quinze chairs. (He 

takes his cigarette case from his pocket.) Cigarette? 

CLARISSA. No. thank you. And I think you'd better go. My husband will be home quite soon, and I                   

don't think he'll be very pleased to see you. 

OLIVER. (moving behind the armchair; with rather insolent amusement) But I particularly do want to               

see him. That's why I've come here, really, to discuss suitable arrangements... 

CIARISSA. (moving behind the sofa) Arrangements? 

OLIVER. For Pippa. Miranda's quite agreeable to Pippa's spending part of the Summer holidays with               

Henry, and perhaps a week at Christmas. But otherwise... 

CLARISSA. (interrupting him sharply) What do you mean?  Pippa's home is here. 

OLIVER. But, my dear Clarissa, you're surely aware that the court gave Miranda the custody of the                  

child? (He picks up a bottle of whisky.) May I? (He pours a drink for himself.) The case was                   

undefended, remember? 

CLARISSA. Henry allowed Miranda to divorce him, but it was agreed between them privately that 

Pippa should live with her father. If Miranda had not agreed to that, Henry would have divorced 

her. 

OLIVER. You don't know Miranda well, do you? She so often changes her mind. 



CLARISSA. I don't believe for one moment that Miranda wants that child or cares twopence about                

her. 

OLIVER. (with impertinence) But you're not a mother, my dear Clarissa. You don't mind my calling you                 

Clarissa, do you? After all, now I'm married to Miranda we're practically relations-in-law. (He              

swallows his drink in one gulp then moves to the table up center and puts his glass on it.) Yes, I can                      

assure you, Miranda is feeling violently maternal. 

CLARISSA. (turning to him) I don't believe it. 

OLIVER. Please yourself. After all, there was no arrangement in writing, you know. 

CLARISSA. You're not going to have Pippa. The child was a nervous wreck. She's better now, and                 

happy at school, and that's the way she's going to remain. 

OLIVER. How will you manage that, my dear? The law is on our side. 

CLARISSA. What's behind all this? What do you really want? Ohl What a fool I am. Of course, it's                   

blackmail. 

OLIVER. Blackmail is a very ugly word, Clarissa. Have I mentioned money? 

CLARISSA. (moving behind the sofa) Not yet, but that's what you mean, isn't it? 

OLIVER. It's true that we're not very well off. Miranda, you know, has always been extravagant. I think                  

she feels that Henry might be able to spare her a somewhat larger allowance. After all, he's a rich                   

man. 

CLARISSA. Now listen. I don't know about Henry, but I do know about myself. You try to get Pippa                   

away from here and I'll fight you tooth and nail, and I don't care what weapons I use. It shouldn't                    

be difficult to get medical evidence proving Miranda's a drug addict. I'd even go to Scotland Yard                 

and talk to the Narcotic Squad, and I'd suggest  they kept an eye on you. 

OLIVER. (sitting up) Henry will hardly care for your methods. 

CLARISSA. Then Henry will have to lump them. It's the child that matters. I'm not going to have Pippa                   

bullied or frightened. 

 

  



#6 – Henry, Clarissa 

HENRY. Hullo, darling.  

CLARISSA. Hullo, Henry. Hasn't it been an awful day? 

HENRY. Has it? (He leans over the back of the sofa and kisses CLARISSA.) 

CLARISSA. Have a drink? 

HENRY. Not just now. (with some urgency) Who's in the house? (He moves towards the upstage                

window, but stops and turns when CLARISSA speaks.) 

CLARISSA. (surprised) Nobody. It's the Elgins' night out. Black Thursday, you know. Cold ham,              

chocolate mousse - 

HENRY. (turning to her) Um? 

CLARISSA. (struck by his manner) Henry, is anything the matter? 

HENRY. (with a step towards her) Well, yes, in a way. 

CLARISSA. Something wrong? Miranda? 

HENRY. No, no, nothing wrong. I should say quite the contrary. Yes, quite the contrary. 

CLARISSA. (with affection and very faint ridicule.) Darling, do I perceive behind the impenetrable 

Foreign Office facade a certain human excitement? 

HENRY. Well, it is rather exciting in a way. (He takes a step towards her.) As it happens there's a slight                     

fog in London. 

CLARISSA. Is that exciting? 

HENRY. No, no, not the fog, of course. 

CLARISSA. Well? 

(HENRY looks quickly around, then moves to the sofa and sits beside CLARISSA.) 

HENRY. You'll have to keep this to yourself, Clarissa. 

CLARISSA. (hopefully) Yes? 

HENRY. It's really very secret. Nobody's supposed to know. Actually, you'll have to  know. 



CLARISSA. Well, come on, tell me. 

(HENRY again looks around then turns to CLARISSA.) 

HENRY. It's all very hush-hush. Kalendorff is flying to London for a conference tomorrow. 

CLARISSA. (unimpressed)Yes, I know. 

HENRY. (startled) What do you mean, you know? 

CLARISSA. I read it in the paper last Sunday. 

HENRY. I can't think why you want to read these low-class papers. Anyway, the papers couldn't                

possibly know that Kalendorff was coming over. It's top secret. 

CLARISSA. My poor sweet. Top secret indeed. The things you high-ups believe. 

HENRY. (rising and crossing down right; worried) Oh dear, there must have been some leak. 

CLARISSA. I should have thought that by now you'd know there always is a leak. I should have thought                   

you'd all be prepared for it. 

HENRY. The news was only released officially tonight. Kalendorff's plane is due at Heath Row at eight                 

forty, but actually... (He leans over the end of the sofa and looks doubtfully at CLARISSA.) Now,                 

Clarissa, can I trust you to be discreet? 

CLARISSA. I'm much more discreet than any Sunday newspaper. 

HENRY. The conference is tomorrow, but it would be a great advantage if a conversation could take                 

place first between Sir John himself and Kalendorff. Now, naturally the reporters are all waiting at                

Heath Row and the moment the plane arrives, Kalendorff's movements are more or less public               

property. But fortunately, this incipient fog has played into our hands. 

CLARISSA. Go on. I'm thrilled. 

HENRY. The plane, at the last moment, will find it inadvisable to land at Heath Row. It will be diverted,                    

as is usual on these occasions... 

CLARISSA. (interrupting) To Bindley Heath. That's just fifteen miles from here. I see. 

HENRY. You're always very quick, Clarissa. Yes, I shall go off there now to the aerodrome in the car,                   

meet Kalendorff and bring him here. Sir John is motoring down here directly from London. Twenty                

minutes will be ample for what they have to discuss, and Kalendorff will go back to London with Sir                   

John. (He hesitates, rises and crosses above the sofa to center. Suddenly rather disarming.)You              

know, Clarissa, this may be of very great value to me in my career. I mean, they're reposing a lot of                     



trust in me having this meeting here. 

CLARISSA. So they should. (She rises, moves to HENRY and flings her arms around him.) Henry, darling,                 

I think it's all wonderful. 

HENRY. By the way, Kalendorff will be referred to as Mr.Jones. 

CLARISSA. Mr. Jones? 

HENRY. One can't be too careful about using real names. 

CLARISSA. Yes - but- Mr.Jones? Couldn't they have thought of something better than that? What               

about me? Do I retire to the harem, as it were, or do I bring in the drinks, utter greetings and then                      

discreetly fade away? 

HENRY.  (a little uneasily) You must take this seriously, dear. 

CLARISSA. But, Henry, darling, can't I take it seriously and still enjoy it a little? 

HENRY. (considering) I think it would be better, perhaps, Clarissa, if you didn't appear. 

CLARISSA. All right. What about food? Will they want something? 

HENRY. Oh no. There need be no question of a meal. 

CLARISSA. A few sandwiches? Ham sandwiches? In a napkin to keep them moist. Hot coffee, in a                 

thermos jug. Yes, that'll do very well. The chocolate mousse I shall take up to my bedroom to                  

console me for being excluded from the conference. 

HENRY. (with a step towards her, disapprovingly) Now, Clarissa.  

CLARISSA. (rising and flinging her arms around his neck) Darling, I am serious really. Nothing shall go 

wrong. I won't let it.  (She kisses HENRY,  then crosses below  him to left center.) 

  



#7 – Elgin, Inspector Lord 

 

INSPECTOR. (indicating the chair left of the table) Sit down, Elgin.Now, you started off for the pictures                 

this evening - (he moves above the left end of the sofa) but you came back. Why was that? 

ELGIN. I've told you, sir, my wife wasn't feeling well. 

INSPECTOR. It was you who let Mr. Costello into the house when he called here this evening. 

ELGIN. Yes, sir. 

INSPECTOR. (moving to right of the bridge table) Why didn't you tell us at once that it was Mr. 

Costello's car outside? 

ELGIN. I didn't know, sir. Mr. Costello didn't drive up to the front door - I didn't know he'd come in a 

car. 

INSPECTOR. (moving below the left end of the sofa) Rather peculiar, eh? 

ELGIN. Yes, sir. I expect he had his reasons. 

INSPECTOR. (turning to ELGIN) Just what do you mean by that? 

ELGIN. (smugly) Nothing, sir. Nothing at all.  

INSPECTOR. (sharply) Ever seen Mr. Costello before?  

ELGIN. Never, sir. 

INSPECTOR. (meaningly) It wasn't because of Mr. Costello that you came back this evening? 

ELGIN. I've told you, sir, my wife... 

INSPECTOR. I don't want to hear any more about your wife. (He moves down right.) How long have                  

you been with Mrs. Hailsham-Brown? 

ELGIN. Six weeks, sir. 

INSPECTOR. (turning to ELGIN) And before that? 

ELGIN. (uneasily) I'd - I'd been having a little rest. 



INSPECTOR. (crossing to right of the bridge table) A rest? You realize that in a case like this, your - (he                     

moves below the left end of the sofa) references will have to be looked into very carefully. 

ELGIN. (half rising) Would that be... ? (He resumes his seat) I - I wouldn't wish to deceive you, sir. It 

wasn't anything really wrong - what I mean is - the original reference having got torn - I couldn't 

quite remember the wording... 

INSPECTOR. (moving to right of the bridge table; with ferocious geniality) So you wrote your own                

references - that's what it comes to. 

ELGIN. I didn't mean any harm. I've got my living to earn... 

INSPECTOR. (interrupting) At the moment, I'm not interested in fake references. I want to know what 

happened here tonight, and what you know about Mr. Costello. 

ELGIN. I'd never set eyes on him before. (He looks round at the hall door.) But I've a good idea of why 

he came here. 

INSPECTOR. Why? 

ELGIN. Blackmail - he had something on her. 

INSPECTOR. (moving up right of the bridge table) On Mrs. Hailsham-Brown? 

ELGIN. (eagerly) Yes. I came in to ask if there was anything more, and I heard them. 

INSPECTOR. What did you hear exactly? 

ELGIN. (dramatically) I heard her say, "But that's blackmail. I'll not submit to it." 

INSPECTOR. (a little doubtfully) Hm! Anything more? 

ELGIN. No - they stopped when I came in - and when I went out they dropped their voices. 

INSPECTOR. I see. 

ELGIN. (rising; whining) You'll not be hard on me, sir. I've had a lot of trouble one way and another. 

INSPECTOR. Get out. 

ELGIN. ( quickly) Yes, sir. Thank you, sir. 

  



#8 – Rowland, Inspector 

SIR ROWLAND. (anticipating) How well do I know Henry Hailsham-Brown and how well do I know                

Mrs. Hailsham-Brown. I know Henry Hailsham-Brown very well indeed. He is an old friend. Of               

Clarissa  I  know all there is to know. She is my ward and inexpressibly dear to me. 

INSPECTOR. Yes, sir. I think that answer makes certain things very clear. 

SIR ROWLAND. Does it, indeed? 

INSPECTOR. (moving below the right end of the sofa) Why did you change your plans this evening?                 

Why did you come back here and pretend to play bridge? 

SIR ROWLAND. (sharply) Pretend? 

INSPECTOR. (taking the playing card from his pocket and moving to right of SIR ROWLAND) This card                 

was found on the other side of the room under the sofa. I can hardly believe that you would have                    

played two rubbers of bridge and started a third with a pack of fifty-one cards, and the Ace of                   

Spades missing. 

(SIR ROWLAND takes the card from the INSPECTOR, looks at the back of it and then returns it.) 

SIR ROWLAND. Yes. Perhaps that is a little difficult to believe. 

(The INSPECTOR looks despairingly upwards.) 

INSPECTOR. I also think that three pairs of Mr. Hailsham Brown's gloves need a certain amount of                 

explanation. 

SIR ROWLAND. (after a moment's pause) I'm afraid, Inspector, you won't get any explanation from               

me. 

INSPECTOR. No, sir. I take it that you are out to do your best for a certain lady. But it's not a bit of                        

good, sir. Truth will out. 

SIR ROWLAND. I wonder. 

INSPECTOR. (moving to the panel) Mrs. Hailsham-Brown knew that body was in the recess. Whether               

she dragged it there herself, or whether you helped her, I don't know. But she knew. (He moves to                   

right of SIR ROWLAND.) Now, I suggest that Oliver Costello came here to see Mrs.               

Hailsham-Brown and to obtain money from her by threats. 

SIR ROWLAND. Threats? Threats of what? 

INSPECTOR. That will come out, no doubt. Mrs. Hailsham Brown is young and attractive, gay. This Mr.                 



Costello was attractive to the ladies, they say. Now Mrs. Hailsham-Brown is newly married and ... 

SIR ROWLAND. Stop! I must put you right on certain matters. You can confirm what I tell you easily                   

enough. Henry Hailsham-Brown's first marriage was unfortunate. His wife was a beautiful woman,             

but unbalanced and neurotic. Her health and disposition had degenerated to such an alarming              

state that her little daughter had to be removed to a nursing home. Yes, a really shocking state of                   

affairs. It seemed that she had become a drug addict. How she obtained these drugs was not                 

found out, but it was a very fair guess that she had been supplied with them by this man, Oliver                    

Costello. She was infatuated with him and finally ran away with him. Henry Hailsham-Brown              

allowed her to divorce him. He's old-fashioned in his views. He has now found happiness and                

peace in his marriage with Clarissa and I can assure you, Inspector, that there are no guilty secrets                  

in Clarissa's life. There is nothing, I can swear, with which Costello could possibly threaten her. (He                 

rises, tucks his chair under the table, moves left of it, then crosses and stands below the right end                   

of the sofa.) Don't you think, Inspector, that you're on the wrong tack altogether? Why should you                 

be so certain  it was a person Costello came here to see? Why couldn't it have been a place? 

INSPECTOR. What do you mean, sir? 

SIR ROWLAND. (moving above the right end of the sofa) When you were talking to us about the late                   

Mr. Sellon, you mentioned that the Narcotic Squad took an interest in him. Isn't there a possible                 

link there? Drugs - Sellon - Sellon's house - (he moves above the left end of the sofa.) Costello has                    

been here once before, I understand, ostensibly to look at Sellon's antiques. Supposing Oliver              

Costello wanted something in this house. In that desk perhaps. There is the curious incident of a                 

man who came here and offered an exorbitant price for that desk. Supposing it was that desk                 

that Oliver Costello wanted to examine - search, if you like. Supposing that he was followed here                 

by someone. And that that someone struck him down, there by the desk. 

INSPECTOR. There's a good deal of supposition ... 

SIR ROWLAND. It's a very reasonable hypothesis, I think. 

INSPECTOR. The hypothesis being that this somebody put the body in the recess? 

SIR ROWLAND. Exactly. 

INSPECTOR. That would mean someone who knew about the recess. 

SIR ROWLAND. Someone who knew the house in the Sellons' time. 

INSPECTOR. (rather impatiently) Yes - that's all very well, sir, but it still doesn't explain one thing... 

SIR ROWLAND. What's that? 

INSPECTOR. Mrs. Hailsham-Brown knew the body was in that recess. She tried to prevent us looking                



there. It's no good trying to convince me otherwise. She knew. (He moves left.) 

 



 

#9 – Clarrisa, Inspector 

 

 INSPECTOR. Do you realize the seriousness of what you're saying? 

CLARISSA. Of course I do, and I'm telling you the truth. So, you see, in the end I rang up the club and                       

they all came over. 

INSPECTOR. And you persuaded them to hide the body in that recess. 

CLARISSA. No. That came later. My plan, as I told you, was that they should take Oliver's body away in                    

his car and leave the car in Marsden Wood. 

INSPECTOR. (unbelievingly) And they agreed? 

CLARISSA. They agreed. (She smiles at him) 

INSPECTOR. (moving down left; brusquely) Frankly, Mrs. Hailsham-Brown, I don't believe a word of it. I                

don't believe that three reputable men would agree to obstruct the course of justice in such a                 

manner for such a paltry cause. 

CLARISSA. ( to herself more than to the INSPECTOR) I knew you wouldn't believe me if I told you the                    

truth. (She turns to him.) What do you believe then? 

INSPECTOR. (crossing between the sofa and stool to left of CLARISSA; watching her) I can see only one                  

reason why those three men should agree to lie. 

CLARISSA. Oh, you mean... ? (She pauses.) 

INSPECTOR. If they believed - or knew - that you had killed him. 

CLARISSA. But I had no reason for killing him. Absolutely no reason. (She crosses below the stool and                  

stands below the bridge table.) Oh, I knew you'd react like this. That's why... (She breaks off.) 

INSPECTOR. (turning to her) That's why what? 

(CLARISSA thinks. Some moments pass, then her manner changes. From now on she is convincing.) 

CLARISSA. (with the air of one making a clean breast of things) All right,  then. I'll tell you.  

INSPECTOR. (moving to left of the stool) I think it would be wiser. 



CLARISSA. (turning to the INSPECTOR) Yes, I suppose I'd better tell you the truth. 

INSPECTOR. (smiling) I can assure you that telling the police a pack of lies will do you very little good,                    

Mrs. Hailsham-Brown. You'd better tell me the real story. 

CLARISSA. (with a sigh) I will. (She sits in the chair right of the bridge table.) Oh dear, I thought I was                      

being so clever. 

INSPECTOR. Much better not to try to be clever. (He sits on the left end of the stooL facing CLARISSA.)                    

Now then, what really did happen this evening? 

CLARISSA. It all started as I explained. I said good-bye to Oliver and he'd gone off with Miss Peake. I                    

had no idea he would come back again and I still can't understand why he did. Then, my husband                   

came home, explaining he would have to go out again immediately. He went off in the car and it                   

was just after I shut the front door, and made sure it was latched and bolted, that I suddenly                   

began to feel nervous. 

INSPECTOR. Nervous? Why? 

CLARISSA. (acting her part with great feeling) I'm not usually nervous, but it occurred to me that I'd                  

never been alone in the house at night. 

INSPECTOR. Well? 

CLARISSA. Well, I told myself not to be so silly. I said to myself, "You've got the phone, haven't you?                    

You can always ring for help." I said to myself, "Burglars don't come at this time of the evening.                   

They come in the middle of the night." But I still kept thinking I heard a door shutting somewhere,                   

footsteps up in my bedroom - so I thought I'd better do something. 

INSPECTOR. Yes? 

CLARISSA. I went into the kitchen and made the sandwiches for Henry and Mr. Jones to have when                  

they got back. I got them all ready on a plate with a napkin round them to keep them soft, and I                      

was just corning across the hall to put them in here when - (dramatically) I really heard something. 

INSPECTOR. Where? 

CLARISSA. In this room. I knew that this time I wasn't imagining it. I heard drawers being pulled open                   

and shut, then I suddenly remembered the window in here wasn't locked. Somebody had come in                

that way. 

INSPECTOR. Go on, Mrs. Hailsham-Brown. 

CLARISSA. I didn't know what to do. I was petrified. Then I thought, "Suppose I'm just being a fool?                   

Suppose it is Henry come back for something - or even Sir Rowland or one of the others. A nice                    



fool you'll look if you go upstairs and ring the police on the extension." So then I thought of a plan. 

INSPECTOR. Yes? 

CLARISSA. I went to the hall stand and I took the heaviest stick I could find. I went into the library; I                      

didn't turn the light on. I felt my way across the room to that recess. I opened it very gently and                     

slipped inside. I thought I could ease the door into here and see who it was. (She points to the                    

panel.) Unless anyone knew about it, you'd never dream there was a door just there. 

INSPECTOR. No, you certainly wouldn't. 

CLARISSA. I eased the catch open, then my ringers slipped, the door swung right open and hit against                  

a chair. A man who was standing by the desk straightened up. I saw something bright and shining                  

in his hand. I thought it was a revolver. I was terrified. I thought he was going to shoot me. I hit out                       

at him with the stick with all my might and he fell. (She collapses and leans on the tahle with her                     

face in her hands.) Could I - could I have a little brandy, please? 

 


